Jaws EF

Wonder Pad

CLEANING PAD AND SPONGE

numerous others.
Simply soak the pad with water, gently
squeeze out the excess water and clean
with the white side, using minimal pressure.
WONDER PAD is designed to wear out
with use as it works out stains from within
the pores of smooth hard surfaces. Once
you use the WONDER PAD you will never
go back to regular sponges again!

W

onder Pad is a revolutionary
cleaning pad and sponge. The white
portion is made of melamine, which is
the same plastic component used for
constructing
plastic
forks
and
countertops. The melamine is spun
and compressed to make a pad. The
fiber is softened and made extremely
narrow (1/100 the width of a human
hair). The blue sponge portion has
been added to the pad to serve as a
handle, assist in wiping off residue,
and to extend the cleaning usage up to
30%. The WONDER PAD only needs
water to do its job, but can be used
with our other cleaning solutions such
as PX-132, DETAIL, MICROBOOST,
BREAK DOWN or JAWS EF.
WONDER PAD is excellent at
removing difficult stains such as fresh
magic marker, crayon, ink, tobacco,
coffee, lipstick, oils (human, animal
fats, petroleum), scuff marks and
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WONDER PAD is designed to be used in lieu of
green scrub pads on all smooth hard surfaces
like fuel pumps, fuel nozzles, trash cans,
stainless steel, walls, FRP board, baseboards,
bathroom stalls, showers, sinks and many other
surfaces. If the surface is rough, use alternative
cleaning methods.
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aws EF has proven to be an
effective tool for maintaining the
appearance of fuel islands. JAWS EF
may also be used on walkways,
exterior walls, pavers, concrete and
asphalt or any surface unaffected by
water.
JAWS EF is a 6 times concentrate
strength bio-augmentation product.
This means microorganisms are used
to extend the cleaning ability of the
product beyond that of typical
degreasers. The indigenous bacteria
will remove organic waste such as
petroleum, grease, oil, fat, soap,
starch, protein, blood, urine, hair, skin,
and associated odors. This product
contains unique penetration
technology and bio-stimulates. This
enables the product to outperform
hazardous alkaline cleaners.
JAWS EF can be used on any surface
unaffected by water (except for food

unaffected by water (except for food contact
surfaces and vinyl flooring). JAWS EF adds
oxygen to water, therefore it enhances
separator and storm water performance!
JAWS EF will increase the coefficient of
friction simply because the microbes will
consume left behind grease and soap film
therefore, it reduces your risk to slips and
falls!

Instructions:

Spot cleaner:
Fill 3-5 gallon container with water 95%, add
entire contents of JAWS EF. Stir. Apply to
surface, scrub with wire brush and rinse.

Using hose end sprayer (1/2 gallon) fill with
water 90% and add entire contents.
JAWS EF is lighter than water. Stir.
Set mechanical dilution at 1 ounce per gallon.
Apply to fuel pads daily and after pressure
washing.
SDS available upon request.
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